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IMPLEMENT A
STRATEGIC FACILITY PLANNING PROCESS
Best practice is to strategically manage the site and
facility assets of the state
‣ Dr. Pollard proposed the following model on 12.17.08 and in
subsequent presentations to the CBPC
txho/

Strategic Facility Planning Process
Step 1

Step 2

Evaluation of Existing
Facility Inventory
condition and ability to
meet future facility
needs.

Facility Requirements
determined from strategic
plan for agency outcomes
and operations.

• Service Goals and
Objectives

• Resource Requirements
–
–
–
–

Human
Financial
Information
Physical

• Consider alternative mixes
of resources to meet goals

• Detail facility mix that
comprises best option

• Determine availability of
facilities owned or leased
by agency or state

• For each facility find:
–
–
–
–
–

Age/Depreciation
Condition
Costs of Operation
Location
Life Cycle Cost/Benefit
of Retention
– Replacement Cost

• Utilize existing facilities
first, when cost-effective

• Dispose of facilities no
longer useful

Step 3
Use Life-Cycle Costing
to choose new facility
design, construction,
acquisition and finance
method.

• New Facility Acquisition or
Construction
– Project
– Timing
– Method of Acquisition

• Provision for new facility
Maintenance

• Method of finance

Step 4

Use Most Cost-Effective
Finance Tools for
required maintenance,
renovation and/or new
facility acquisition.

• Private Facility Leasing
• Private or Public LeasePurchase

• General Obligation or
Revenue Bond Financing

• General Fund
Appropriation
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IMPLEMENT A
STRATEGIC FACILITY PLANNING PROCESS
Facility asset management is an on-going process
Facility Asset
Management Framework
Operate

Use / Maintain / Renew

Manage
Monitor
Maintain

•
•

Implement
Solicit / Negotiate
Design
Award
Construct

•

Plan
Inventory
Assess
Prioritize (business case)
Budget

Acquire
Asset Life Cycle

‣
‣

Facilities are born
Facilities grow old
System renewal and
replacement
Cost of adaption

Facilities die

Dispose
or replace

“...a methodology needed by those who are responsible for efficiently allocating
generally insufficient funds amongst valid and competing needs.”
— The American Public Works Association Asset Management Task Force
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EXISTING NEW MEXICO ISSUES
No unified facility inventory
No comprehensive assessment of facilities that provides reliable,
comparable results (except for public schools) - do not know the
extent of needs
No unified process for strategic facility planning and budgeting
No linking of strategic planning and facility planning
No reliable source of funding for building renewal
Fragmented ownership, responsibilities, and procedures for
managing facilities
No consistent processes for acquisition or disposing assets
Many statutes, rules aﬀecting many agencies in diﬀerent ways
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DO NOT KNOW EXTENT OF NEED
Studies that have been
done show that the
facility renewal needs
are substantial
(reported to CBPC
11.11)
‣ Estimated* capital facility
renewal needs in current
dollars are ~$1.4 billion
‣ Likely 10-20% of these
needs are high priority**
$144 - 288 million

Estimated State Facility Capital Renewal
Needs ($millions)*
$705 m
$620 m

$64 m

$51 m

Legislative

Executive Executive Under
Not Under
PCD Purview PCD Purview

Judicial

*Assumes:
• Weighted averages of PCD studies (2010 study covering ~25% of state-owned
buildings, 2006 study covering about 50% of state facilities)
• Costs inflated to current dollars using consumer price index
• PCD weighted averages applied to non-PCD facilities without data
Based on averages where information is available
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maintenance, and (4) what has to be done to sustain proper maintenance funding.

In this article, I will discuss the first rule. In my quest to quantify the relationship between pre-bre
breakdown maintenance expenses I made a discovery that can create a paradigm shift in how w
maintenance. We all know the longer we operate a machine that needs repair, the more it will co
6
people I know that are in upper management that have not been directly involved in maintenance
more, but think that the worst-case penalty for deferring maintenance might be up to twice as mu

IMPACT OF NOT IMPLEMENTING
Pay now or pay more
later!

Those of us who have had many years of direct experience in managing maintenance have tried
the penalty is significantly more than that. I personally felt that the cost of deferring maintenance
times as much as a timely repair. What I discovered in my research is that the penalty for deferri
is not more, not twice as much, not four times as much, but that the real penalty for deferring ma
becomes a breakdown event is 15:1 minimum and often exceeds 40:1!

This shocker cam
when I attempted
that would explain
after breakdown c
had to go to an ex
Arithmetic and ge
progressions cou
produce the dram
differences. When
the cost penalty w
was able to find th
created a rule tha
“Inverse-Square
Deferred Mainten
states:

‣ One expert predicts that
If you defer maintenance,
you can expect future
expenses to be equal to,
or greater than, the cost
of the part squared or 15
times the total repair cost

“If a part is kno
and the repair
allowed to rem
until the next lev
resultant expe
square of the

http://www.buildings.com/ArticleDetails/
tabid/3321/ArticleID/3161/Default.aspx

Adopted by
CBPC in 2011

ARC RECOMMENDED

Adopt a strategic facility asset management model
‣ Complete inventory / database of state facilities and sites
‣ Conduct comprehensive and consistent assessment of state facilities
‣ Prepare departmental / agency master plans linked to strategic plans

Prepare statewide facility plan that encompasses owned
and leased facilities
Identify a dedicated source of revenue for capital facilities
renewal
Centralize ownership and management of state facilities
‣ Consider Facilities Commission or Board with technical, specialized staﬀ
with authority and budget to implement program (see Utah and Texas
as models)
‣ Responsibilities for acquisition, use, maintenance, disposal
‣ Adopt prioritization criteria
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SENATE BILL 83
Currently
No comprehensive process in
statute for strategic facility
planning and budgeting

Senate Bill 83
• A 5-year statewide program including the planning, prioritizing

•
•
•

*No guidelines and technical
assistance required statutorily
for the preparation of state
agency facility master plans;
no linkage to strategic plans.

(2012 Regular Session,
sponsored by
Senators Ingle and Jennings)

and financing of all state capital improvement projects, jointly
prepared by PCD and DFA, shall be submitted to the governor and
legislature by November 1 of each year.
Projects are classified as plan and design or as ready for
construction.
New requirement for most state agencies to prepare and update a 5year facilities master plan in compliance with guidelines developed
by the PCD and submitted to the DFA by July 1 of each year.
Plans must be consistent with the CBPC master plans and planning
principles.
(Public and charter schools, higher education institutions, political
subdivisions of the state and independent authorities already have
statutory or other master planning processes.)
e PCD shall provide technical assistance to state agencies in the
development of their facilities master plans. An appropriation of $1
million was included in the bill for implementation.

*DFA has statutory authority for conferring with the state budget division in developing comprehensive plans…and to “maintain long-range estimates and
plans for capital projects and develop standards for measuring the need for and utility of proposed projects.” (Section 9-6-5.1 NMSA 1978)
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SENATE BILL 83

(2012 Regular Session,
sponsored by
Senators Ingle and Jennings)

Currently

Senate Bill 83

No ranking criteria for
prioritizing capital projects
for state facilities across state
agencies.

e PCD shall develop the ranking system to determine the priority
of projects across all state agencies in the 5-year plans.

No specific provisions for
planning and addressing:
• preventive and deferred
maintenance needs;
• space and energy
eﬃciency standards;
and
• life-cycle costing of
state facilities.

• Facility master plans shall include deferred maintenance

•

plans, including standards for facility maintenance, space and
energy eﬃciency standards and requirements for life-cycle
costing of new facilities or improvements to existing facilities.
An appropriation of $2.3 million was included in the bill “…
for conducting a condition assessment of state facilities to
determine initial deferred maintenance corrections and
annual appropriation needs" for prioritized projects.
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STATEWIDE MASTER PLAN
Proceeding on
developing a
statewide
facilities master
plan based on
best information
we can obtain
‣ Will use available
condition
assessment
information
‣ Will use agency
strategic master
plans, ICIP
requests, and
limited available
facility plans

Adopted
principles,
policies,
plans

Review
other
state
plans

Inventory
Data

Assess
Local
Planning
Provisions
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Collect
Growth
Data

Collect
Agency
data

Preliminary
space
needs /
issues

Regional
Open
Houses

Draft
Findings

Recommendations

Draft and
Final
Report

Selected
Agency
Questionnaire /
Meetings

Inventory / Data Collection

CBPC
meetings
Staff
meetings

Synthesis

Reporting

ACTION/DIRECTION ON NEXT STEPS
Require site / facility information and needs to be
integrated into agency strategic and facility master
plans
Form a subcommittee to explore and to report back
where we go from here
‣ Continue to pursue legislation similar to SB 83?
‣ Continue on a diﬀerent path?
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